
Building Pathways to Skills-Based Hiring

Lessons Learned from the Technology Skills-Based Hiring Innovation Lab
Led by the United Way of Metropolitan Dallas, Pathways to Work (Pathways) is a cross-functional collaboration of 
funders, employers and training providers working to create innovative solutions for moving entry-level workers into 
good middle-skill jobs and ensure employers have a pipeline of skilled and ready-to-work employees in the healthcare 
and IT sectors. Pathways is a local partner of the National Fund for Workforce Solutions and a member of its network 
of more than 30 regional collaboratives. The collaborative set out to analyze the level of degree inflation among 
Computer Support Specialists and develop a learning community of local companies willing to explore how to use 
skills-based hiring strategies to assess entry-level IT talent.

Background
Since 2015, Pathways has invested in training, facilitated conversations between training providers and employers 
and launched an industry partnership to expand career pathways in the technology sector.  Pathways’ investments 
brought Per Scholas, a nationally recognized IT certification program to Dallas. The initiative also held a series 
of roundtable discussions with technology employers and IT training programs to understand how well training 
pipelines were meeting the demand for skilled technology workers. These efforts lead to the development of a 
small business technology industry partnership. Meetings of the small business industry partnership coupled with 
conversations with larger companies and training providers collected the following learnings: 

	� Employers increasingly require several years of prior experience in IT job postings, even for entry level positions. 

	� Newly trained middle-skill IT workers have more success with getting their first permanent positions at small 
and mid-size companies.

	� Training providers report that their graduates face difficulty finding full-time, permanent positions at larger 
companies, even in entry level positions. Graduates who have in-demand certifications but lack four-year 
college degrees seem to get screened out by human resources personnel or automated processes at these 
companies. Employers concede that a four-year college degree is commonly used as a proxy for skills and 
capabilities.

In response to these learnings, Pathways commissioned the study, An Ideal Candidate: Prevailing Education and 
Experience Requirement in Dallas Area Technology Job Postings to understand the labor market supply and 
demand for the Computer Support Specialist Job Cluster and how job postings recruited workers. The job cluster 
of Computer Support Specialist represents eight jobs titles ranging from Help Desk Technician to Information 
Systems Technician. These are considered entry-level positions.

The study compared the number of job postings associated with the Computer Support Specialist job cluster that 
list a BA or BS degree as a requirement and the number of workers in the job cluster that hold four-year college 
degrees. This analysis uncovered the extent of degree inflation in the local labor market. Degree inflation occurs 
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when employers require that job candidates possess BA or BS degrees even though that credential does not 
necessarily correlate to the technical skills required for success on the job. This analysis was done using the Dallas 
College’s Burning Glass job postings database. The database gathers millions of job openings daily from more than 
40,000 websites and then mines the text of each one to analyze each employer’s specific requirements, including 
location and the skills, qualifications, and experience required.

Analyzing job postings revealed that for those postings specifying an education requirement, almost half asked for 
at least a bachelor’s degree and three to five years of experience. In Dallas County, only 16.4 percent of graduates 
in the job cluster have bachelor’s level. The most common education credential awarded is a certificate followed 
by an associate’s degree. Our research also consisted of employer interviews about the skills job candidates need 
to possess in order to perform the Computer Support Specialist position well. Upon reviewing their responses, it 
became clear that these competencies were being taught in associate degree level courses and nondegree training 
programs, indicating that degree inflation is occurring in the labor market.

A Solution: Skills-Based Hiring Learning Community 
The extent of degree inflation associated with Computer Support Specialist job cluster led Pathways to consider 
if changes to the hiring process could impact the types of workers considered for the cluster’s positions. A 
review of human resources literature indicated that skills-based hiring could result in bringing on talent that 
didn’t have college degrees but rather relevant skills for open entry-level technology positions. Skills-based hiring 
practices enable employers to set specific skill or competency requirements for new hires. Skills may be “hard” 
or technical (i.e. industry recognized certifications) or “soft” (i.e. customer service). It allows job applicants to 
demonstrate that he or she has the skills required to be successful on the job independent of a four-year college 
degree. According to Skillful, A Markle Foundation Initiative, the practice removes credential requirements from 
job postings, outlines skills specific to the position in the interviewing and selection process and reduces bias 
that often filters out otherwise qualified candidates. This results in employers being better able to match open 
positions to the best candidates.

To this end, Pathways created a learning community of local companies in need of entry-level IT workers such 
as Coders, Computer Support Specialists, and Network Engineers that would learn how to how to use skills-
based hiring methodologies to source entry-level IT talent. Recruiting, Diversity & Inclusion, Human Resources 
or Talent Development professionals at local companies were recruited to participate. The learning community 
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became known as an Innovation Lab because it gave participants an opportunity to test or pilot skills-based hiring 
methodologies in the recruitment, assessment or onboarding segment of the hiring process.  

At the beginning of the Innovation Lab, the participants included Alkami Technologies, Capital One, Dallas College, 
Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, JPMorgan Chase, and McKesson. Unfortunately, Capital One and McKesson were 
not able to complete the full Innovation Lab experience. MNK Infotech and Forever Gifts were added halfway 
through the innovation lab learning experience. 

Innovation Lab Learning Modules 
The Innovation Lab consisted of eight learning modules over a nine-month period. The Innovation Lab kicked 
off in August 2019 and wrapped up in June 2020. Each learning module took place over a 2.5 to 3-hour period 
and covered various aspects of the skills-based hiring process from writing job postings, evaluating candidates, 
selecting and onboarding new hires, and fostering employee retention. Pathways formed a strategic relationship 
with Skillful to deliver its Talent Series Workshops for many of the modules. 

An overview of each module follows: 

	� Session 1: Introduction to the Innovation Lab 
In the opening meeting, participants were oriented towards the goals of the Innovation Lab and to each other. 
They discussed their current hiring process and its limitations. Pathways also presented key findings from the 
supply demand analysis of the Computer Support Specialist job cluster. 

	� Session 2: Introduction to Skills-Based Hiring 
Valerie Beilenson, Director Product Management for Grads of Life & Year UP spoke about the Dismissed by 
Degrees report co-authored with Accenture and Harvard Business School. Beilenson shared key findings on 
the extent of degree inflation in the national labor market and the cost to employers when they ask for more of 
their candidate pool than what they need. 

	� Session 3: Writing Skills-Based Job Postings  
This session helped participants write a skills-based job posting by walking through the difference between 
a credential and a competency.  Through hands on exercises, participants were able to identify the 
competencies that they need for open positions, including technical and soft skills. They also learned how 
to differentiate required from preferred skills, and use screeners like Textio, Gender Decorder or TalVista to 
identify and remove bias.

	� Session 4: Evaluating Candidates  
Innovation Lab participants learned how to use skills-based job postings to review resumes and align 
screening assessments with competencies they are seeking in the candidate pool. They also practiced writing 
behavioral and situational interview questions. The session concluded with helping participants build selection 
guidelines and scoring rubrics that isolate top skills they seek in final candidates that can be used during the 
interview process. 

	� Session 5: Selecting and Onboarding Candidates  
This module walked participants through the steps for carrying out a skills-based selection process that 
involve comparing the skills of final candidates against the skills delineated in the open position and the needs 
of the company. Participants then explored how to develop an onboarding plan for new hires that not only 
acclimates them to the company but allows them to deepen competencies through training that were not as 
well expressed in the screening and interview process. 

https://www.hbs.edu/managing-the-future-of-work/Documents/dismissed-by-degrees.pdf
https://www.hbs.edu/managing-the-future-of-work/Documents/dismissed-by-degrees.pdf
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	� Session 6: Retaining Entry-Level Employees  
Participants learned how to use competencies to assess, track and support employee development and reduce 
turnover. Then they mapped out open roles within their companies and developed stretch assignments for 
employees to complete that would allow them to build skills and compete for promotions. 

	� Session 7: LaborX Talent Marketplace  
The module featured a demonstration of LaborX, a talent marketplace that connects hiring managers to 
vocational, boot camp, apprenticeship and community college graduates by using predictive skill analytics 
and 3D resumes. Many of the programs that LaborX links to hiring managers support diverse demographics 
such as opportunity youth, veterans, and immigrants who have the skills but lack the networks to connect to 
good jobs. By using LaborX to fill open positions, employers can diversify their workforce and every worker can 
contribute their skills and potential to the workforce, regardless of pedigree or social capital.

	� Session 8: Workforce Planning in a Crisis 
In light of the COVID-19 pandemic, participants learned how to identify new skills that are needed as the 
business changes and redeploy staff or craft upskilling opportunities so that employees can adopt new skills 
the business may need.

Piloting Innovation Lab Learnings
A key component of the Innovation Lab encouraged companies to put what they learned into practice. To the extent 
they were able, companies could select at least one skills-based strategy to pilot. These may have included a 
competency-based assessment to screen applicants, a skills-based hiring job posting, training staff on hiring bias, 
or utilizing a skills-based hiring platform. At any point during the lab, companies could begin testing new practice. 
All the companies elected to wait until the Innovation Lab’s conclusion to pilot skills-based hiring strategies. Most 
were interested in looking to implement changes at the beginning of the hiring process.  Companies focused on 
projects which included reformatting job positions to emphasize skills over degrees, exploring assessments to 
evaluate soft skills, educating colleagues on available tools to uncover bias in job postings, and re-engineering the 
interview process to incorporate behavioral interviews.

Lessons Learned for Implementing the Innovation Lab
Start small but recruit wide.
Pathways aimed to have five to eight companies participating in the Innovation Lab. At the start of the experience, 
eight companies committed to the learning experience. However, staff changes at the companies coupled with a 
strong economy lead to attrition. Some company representatives could not continue due to a change in their role. 
Others were faced with daunting hiring goals that required their attention. As a result, Pathways recruited additional 
companies to participate during the second half of the learning experience. It was essential to cast a wide net to 
account for natural attrition. 

Content experts are essential to deliver the message. 
During the planning stage of the lab, Pathways held design sessions with key members of the local workforce 
ecosystem which included Dallas Regional Chamber and Workforce Solutions Greater Dallas, the local workforce 
board to identify the major curricula themes that should be covered in the Innovation Lab. Based on these sessions, 
Pathways sought to content experts who could provide the instruction. Through conversations with Skillful, one of 
the country’s leading thought leaders on skills-based hiring, Pathways learned of their Talent Series which covers 
many facets of skills-based hiring including job postings, competency-based assessments, employee onboarding 
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and retention. These aligned with the needs identified during the design sessions. Participants expert instruction 
backed by research, hands-on activities, and one-on-one consulting as they brought unique issues facing their 
company during the modules. 

Changes to the hiring process requires many layers of approval. 
As companies wrestled with what aspects of skills-based hiring to pilot, it because evident that many departments 
are involved in the hiring process. These departments often had conflicting and complex needs. Participating 
companies sent representatives who oversaw only one part of the hiring process like writing job postings or 
screening candidates. Representatives were often not the staff members who made final hiring decisions. If 
Pathways runs a second Innovation Lab, participating companies will need to bring a small team of individuals to 
the Innovation Lab that represent all aspects of the hiring process. This approach will ensure that the company has 
buy-in for making changes to the hiring process at multiple levels. 

Emphasize homework between sessions rather than a pilot project
Skills-based hiring like the overall hiring process is complex with many interrelated aspects. When asking 
participants to focus on piloting a skills-based practice, many struggled to isolate single practice to implement. 
Companies may have been better served by completing homework between each Innovation Lab session that gave 
them a chance to focus on each aspect of their current hiring process and explore ways to bring each aspect into 
closer alignment with skills-based hiring. Completing homework assignments would also enable companies to 
determine what aspect of skills-based hiring most feasible to implement. Finally, work between sessions would 
allow companies to build momentum for the work internally and mitigate the impact of attrition, since learnings 
would be implemented along the way.

Peer sharing can ignite imaginations. 
The Innovation Lab intentionally created ample opportunities for companies to talk with each other about their 
hiring challenges and solutions they were considering. Companies shared issues they encountered or resources 
tools they used to validate skills during the hiring process tips on how to make the case for changes to educational 
requirements in job postings. In some cases, the feedback they gave each other proved to be more valuable than 
advice they were given by content experts, mostly because they saw each other less as competitors and more 
as collaborators in helping to move their companies closer to a skills-based hiring approach. For instance, one 
participating company gave a presentation on how its partnership with a local training program motivated the 
company to update its interview questions so that the program’s training participants were empowered to bring 
their most authentic selves to the interview process. This inspired the other participants to think about tools they 
could use to redesign their interview process.  

Pathways plans to incorporate these lessons in future cohorts of the Innovation Lab. The Innovation Lab was an 
important exercise to help companies access wider pools of talent and reduce degree inflation in the IT sector.


